
MatDeck SCADA User Manual 
 

MatDeck accommodates for the creation and management of SCADA applications in the form of its 

own No-Code SCADA Toolbox. The toolbox can be used to create standard SCADA applications as 

well as more complex and demanding systems. The idea is to create new custom SCADA applications 

that can be integrated with other MatDeck features including script programming, mathematical 

functions, virtual instrumentation and database management, without needing any experience in 

programming or SCADA systems. 
 

Here below, we can see the SCADA Tag Manager which is the main form of the SCADA toolbox, with it 
you can create, edit ans maintains a SCADA, Logger and more. 

 

 



As SCADA applications use hardware devices for different data processes, the hardware device itself 

must also be configured. This is done using configuration forms like the one below. With these 

forms you can connect to hundreds of devices without a single line of code. This will be covered in 

further detail later on. 

 

 
The types of forms shown above are a part of the necessary components needed to create SCADA 

applications in MatDeck. The Image below is an example of SCADA applications in MatDeck look like. 



Starting SCADA applications in MatDeck 

 
The only thing we will need to do is to open the SCADA Tag Manager Form. This form can be 
opened directly in the document or used outside of the document. 
 
To open the form in the document, go into the Insert ribbon and on the right hand side you will 
see the Form area. 

 
 

From there select the SCADA option in the first drop down menu and click the form button 

 
Then all you need to do is click on the document. The form will look like this when first inserted

 
 
Alternatively, you can open the SCADA Tag Manager form outside of the document, this is done by 



clicking the SCADA icon found in the Toolbox tab. 

 
 
The Form will look like this when first opened. 

 
 

Using Hardware with the SCADA Toolbox 
 
The first step to using any hardware is to configure it, this is done by using our codeless 
configuration forms. The configuration forms are inserted just like the SCADA Tag Manager, this 
means that you will find it in the Form section of the Insert ribbon. 

 
From there you need to choose the correct form for your device, once you have done this, click the 
Form icon and then click where in the document you would like to add the form. 



 
Now enter the connection parameter for your device and select your device from the drop down 
menu. Then choose which AI,AO,DI or DO channel you would like to export for the SCADA, you can 
choose multiple channels to export. Here you can see what the export option looks like. 



 
You can also do this for any Outputs and not just Inputs. 



 
Now all you need to do is click the Set button and your channel has been exported. You will now also 
be taken to the IO tab of your form, as seen in the picture below. 



 
As mentioned before, you can do this with multiple channels. However, before you can read or send 
data you will need to enable the channels, this is done by either clicking the Enable All channels 
button or by ticking the Enab. Box on the side of every channels. With the channels all exported and 
ready to use your configuration form should look like this. 



 
 
Now that the channels are exported all we need to do is click the Import Channel Tags button at the 
top of the SCADA Tag Manager. 

 
Once this is done, all the channels will be imported with default instrument for the data they send or 
receive(slider for sending information and an analog circular for receiving and displaying 
information). However, this can be changed by using the drop-down menu in the SCADA Tag 
Manager. 



  
From there the properties can be accessed via the SCADA Panel when an instrument is left-clicked. 

 
This ill open a separate window. 


